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PUBLICATION OF PARABLE OF THE TWO SONS 

 
On 12 November 2012, Goanna Press published Christopher Bevan’s latest novel, 

Parable  o f  the  Two Sons in Australasia in hard copy and worldwide in E-book. 

 

Parable  o f  the  Two Sons is a story about grief for the loss of a mother taken in 

her prime and the struggle of a father to raise their two young sons alone. It is a 

struggle endured during a mid-life crisis about his own sexuality as he faces an 

uncertain future without his lover and his sons’ primary caregiver. It is a struggle 

made more difficult by a fracturing of the relationship between his sons due to the 

loss of their mother and its exacerbation by the divergence in their own sexuality. 

The story reaches its denouement in the belated redefinition of the relationship 

between the sons and their father in the aftermath of his death 25 years later. 

Parable  o f  the  Two Sons  is the second novel of Christopher Bevan. His first, A 

Kinche la Boy , published in 2010, a story about Australia’s Stolen Generations  told 

from the point of view of two of its members, was also critically acclaimed. 

On 1 January 2013 The US Review of Books published a review of Parable  o f  

the  Two Sons praising the story and the quality of the writing employed to tell it 

and gave a rare “Recommended” rating to the novel.  The US Review of Books 

said that “this novel brilliantly fulfils the functions of myths, parables, and classic 

literary fiction ... reading this novel is like watching an engrossing novel in one’s 

mind ... Important issues are addressed, including tolerance and forgiveness ... The 

characters are very real and memorable, and the story is extremely well directed.” 

Hard copy RRP is AUD$29.95. E-book format RRP is US$4.95.  


